


NuSmoothe™  Sulfate Free Shampoo is formulated to 
cleanse the hair thoroughly without the harsh eff ects 
of sulfates, eliminating the loss of natural oils from 
the hair shaft and scalp. 

REMOVES IMPURITIES | ELIMINATES FRIZZ | DE-TANGLES

SULFATE FREE SHAMPOO
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Directions:
Apply NuSmoothe™ Sulfate Free Shampoo to 
wet hair and massage into scalp with finger-
tips. Rinse with warm water.  Repeat steps.  
Condition with NuSmoothe™ Hydrolyzed 
De-tangling or Leave-In Conditioner.

Sesame Seed Extract
Contains



HYDROLYZED DE-TANGLING & LEAVE-IN

FOR DRY BRITTLE HAIR | PENETRATES | SOFTENS & MOISTURIZES

NuSmoothe™ Leave-In Conditioner Spray is a lightweight condi-
tioner designed to strengthen and moisturize the hair with instant 
results of feeling silky and smooth. It has capabilities to even out the 
porosity in hair for longer, lasting results.

NuSmoothe™ Hydrolyzed De-tangling Conditioner tames all hair 
textures with potent conditioning properties. It de-tangles unruly 
manes and penetrates the hair shaft to nourish dry, thirsty hair.  
NuSmoothe™ Hydrolyzed De-tangling Conditioner seals in shine 
and leaves hair soft and silky.
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Coconut & Olive Oil

Argan & Avocado Oil

Leave-In Contains

Hydrolyzed Contains

Directions:
After shampooing with NuSmoothe™ Sulfate 
Free Shampoo, apply NuSmoothe™ Leave-In 
or Hydrolyzed De-tangling  Conditioner on 
hair and comb through. Continue to style 
with other NuSmoothe™  products for your 
desired look.



TREATMENT

NuSmoothe™ Smoothing Treatment is a recon-
struction foam mousse that off ers the ionic fusion 
of amino acids to all hair textures. Long lasting re-
sults give up to 12 weeks of energetic and radiant 
hair. 

RECONSTRUCTS | PROTECTIVE SHIELD | ANTI FRIZZ
⁵
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Amino Acids
Contains

Directions:
Part the hair into four sections. Apply NuSmoothe™ treatment to the hair 
using 1/4 inch parting and alternate application of foam to every other 
section. Comb each section through to ensure even distribution of the 
product. Proceed to blow dry the hair using moderate heat.

No processing time is required to control frizz or to elongate the curl 
pattern by 20-30 percent. (Also recommended for fine, color-treated, re-
laxed and transitioning hair)

Process with a plastic cap for 20 minutes to elongate the curl pattern 75-
90 percent. Control the processing time according to desired straight-
ness.   (Recommended for maximum straightening abilities, but can be 
lessened by decreasing processing time)



NuSmoothe™ Anti Frizz Serum is a weightless formu-
la that provides the hair shaft with a velvety soft feel 
and sleek appearance. This high performance cock-
tail enhances hair with its anti-static, heat resistant 
and moisture repelling properties.

ADDS SHINE | THERMAL PROTECTION | FOR WET OR DRY HAIR

ANTI FRIZZ SERUM

⁷
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Directions:
Apply a small amount of NuSmoothe™ Anti 
Frizz Serum to the hair before or after blow 
drying. Style as desired.

Anti Frizz



NuSmoothe™ Anti Frizz  
Serum

NuSmoothe™ Hydrolyzed  
Conditioner

NuSmoothe™ Sulfate 
Free Shampoo

NuSmoothe™ Smoothing 
Treatment

NuSmoothe™ Leave-In Con-
ditioner
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NUSMOOTHE™ PRODUCTS 

1-800-SALON-99
www.NuExpressions.com

to order call:


